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Hi, I have seen your R on this forum a few times and I am especially interested in your
recommendation for coilovers. I have a R and live in Gilroy. I saw you had damptronics and
switched to KW clubsports. I am currently on factory suspension with DCC. Anyways, can you
recommend a coilover setup, local shop, and anything else I might need? Hey man sorry if I
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your GTI still available? I am in Vancouver, right across the river. Thank you Eugene Lonely
without my check engine light. As a disclaimer, these are the most common that we have seen,
some are more prevalent in different vehicles. Odds are, your water pump has failed. What does
the water pump do and why is it important? The water pump constantly pushes coolant and
water into the engine to avoid the engine from overheating. There are two obvious options of
getting your water pump replaced: Take it to a local shop or DIY. If taken to a local shop or
dealership, some years may be under warranty while others will not. Ignition coils coil packs are
very important for your engine to run at optimum levels. The MK6 GTI engine has one ignition
coil per cylinder, so 4 ignition coils in total that operate completely on their own. The role of an
ignition coil simply stated transforms the voltage from the battery turns it into watts needed to
charge the spark plugs. MK6 GTI ignition coils should be changed every 40k to 60k miles, and in
some cases, if not taken care of properly, they could be changed in half of that time. When one
coil goes out, we would advise replacing the entire coil pack because then you could be in a
situation where they go out more often and you would be trying to figure out which one is bad
too much. What exactly is a timing chain tensioner? The main reason a tensioner fails is due to
poor product design, which is why there is a TSB. Volkswagen acknowledged that the tensioner
was of poor quality and issued a recall, but this is what you should be looking for when
shopping for a MK6 GTI. When the timing chain tensioner fails, the timing chain can skip due to
improper tension, which would cause unwanted contact between the piston and valves. This
can cause serious engine damage, to the point where you have to get a brand new engine. More
than likely, you will have to take it to a local shop, unless you are a car mechanic and can

perform this difficult DIY by yourself. The cost depends from car to car because VW did extend
their warranty on the timing chain and timing chain tensioner to , miles or 10 years. If you are
not under warranty, the cost of the fix can vary drastically. Carbon buildup is another common
problem for ALL direct injection engines on the market. Carbon buildup is essentially unburned
oil vapors, fuel vapors, or anything else on the intake valve which causes a blockage of airflow
in your engine. The PCV system. The PCV system pulls leftover combustion gases from the
crankcase and routes them back into the engine via the intake manifold. The unburned oil
vapors, fuel vapors, etc leave carbon deposits on the intake valve since it is the most restrictive
component in the intake manifold. Pictured below you can see the difference of an intake valve
with massive buildup vs a just cleaned intake manifold. Now if you would rather do this
yourself, you are looking at a rather difficult DIY project that could take you upwards of 4 hours.
The rattle is caused by the wastegate actuator rod rubbing back and forth on the wastegate and
can be quite annoying. Unfortunately, this is just a manufacturing fault. This rattle can occur on
start-up, while idle, or while accelerating from rpms. However, there have been some VW
dealerships that have covered â€” , but it just depends on what kind of service manager you are
dealing with. The PCV valve helps emit fumes and recycles them back into the intake system to
reduce emissions. Also, controls the PCV system which has many functions of its own and if
the PCV valve is clean, it can extend the life of your oil and even the engine itself. There are a
few ways the PCV valve can fail: the rubber diaphragm on the valve splits most common ,
carbon buildup on the valve, and the check valve on the inside getting stuck. Ideally, you would
like to get it replaced around 60, miles or right before the powertrain warranty runs out. I have
seen some last upwards of , miles with no major issues. As always, you can likely expect a few
issues with the common MK6 problems above such as the water pump, PCV valve, and carbon
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